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Euphrates with its headquarters at Ramadi, where lives
its sheikh, AH ibn Sulaiman ibn Bekr, This tribe is called
the Dulairn. While on the whole pursuing agriculture
it possesses nomad elements which wander up and down
between Rutbah and Ramadi. The nomads of the
Dulaim who are most likely to be found on the Air Mail
Route belong to the Albu Mahal group. Their sheikh
is a young man called Aftan ibn Sharqi, who is a bit of a
character. I met a sheikh near L.G. VI who answered to
his description, and he was politeness itself.
It is not impossible to run into nomad sections of other
tribes wandering from north to south in search of grazing
for their camels. In the Transjordan districts Arabs of
the Beni Sukr tribe are sure to be met with. They live
at the western end of the track in the same sort of way as
the Dulaim do at the eastern end. In addition to this,
the track between L. G. M and Azrak runs quite close to
the frontiers of the Nejd, which lies to the south of it,
The Nejd, the kingdom of the Wahabis, or Akwan
(brethren) as they are sometimes called, is ruled by Ibn
Saud, the biggest Arab personality of to-day.
If you land on the route anywhere near to a Bedouin
encampment, it will not be long before you see the little
black figures rapidly shuffling over the desert to have a
look at the "tiara," as they call your aeroplane. Some
will squat down and stare into vacancy, but others may be
extremely inquisitive. They like to pull you about, pick
up your arm to examine your wrist-watch, or even try to
look into your mouth if they should catch sight of a gold
stopping! All this is just to show you how much they
like you, and they thoroughly enjoy a joke. If you are so
unwise as to hold your cigarette case out to them they will
take cigarettes, case and all, as an Englishman would

